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Kids can discover God's Word for themselves while building a foundation of Bible truths that will

stay with them forever! This just-for-kids daily Bible provides the perfect trio of engaging,

easy-to-understand narrative; delightfully detailed illustrations; and personal prayers that draw a

child closer to the heart of God. Ideal for read-aloud time and fun for beginning readers, these 365

selections of best-loved Bible stories teach good devotional habits from an early age. Young

readers will love looking at the pictures and experiencing favorite Bible stories at their own level

while planting the seeds of God's truth in their hearts. Kids will learn directly from the Bible what

God says about His creation, showing kindness to others, trusting in the Lord, following God even

when it's hard, being thankful in all circumstances, hearing God's voice, and praising and

worshiping their heavenly Father.
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A graduate in modern foreign languages, Janice Emmerson is the bestselling author ofÃ‚Â The

Complete Illustrated ChildrenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Bible, The Jesus Bible for Kids, and The Illustrated Bible for

Little Ones. Raised in a family with a 50-year history of publishing Bibles and commentaries, she

has an inherent wealth of knowledge and understanding of the gospel that is evident in her

inspirational and melodic style of writing. Janice lives in Bath, England, with her husband and four

children.



I am loving this book!! My kids are 5, 3, and almost 2. We read it every night before bed while they

eat a snack. First of all, the illustrations are the best I've ever seen in a kids' Bible story book. True

to life, true to culture, and really captivating. Even the baby likes to look at them.Second the scope

of this book is marvelous. We just finished the part on Job and the kids were so intrigued. I love that

the book includes many lesser known Bible stories and doesn't shy away from the hard stuff (e.g.

Aninias & Sapphira).My five year old always begs to read more. The three year old generally listens,

which for him is huge, and he is picking up on many of the stories.Occasionally there is a choice of

wording or an application that I don't fully agree with theologically, but I think that is going to be true

of any book other than the Bible itself. So we just talk about it or I reword it as I read.I think this is a

book we will treasure for YEARS to come

I like the colorful illustrations in this kids Bible. More importantly, the kids in my Sunday School class

like them. The stories are written clearly so that they understand them. I would say that this is good

for three purposes: for parents to read to their children, for a teacher to read to a class (or even

have one student read it aloud in class as I sometimes do), or for an able-to-read child to read on

his/her own. -- After reading some of the reviews of the other children's Bibles, I decided to buy this

one (and the Billy Graham one which is good but I still like this one more.)

This is the book I WISH I had grown up with, as my firstbook of Bible stories, though I have seen

many. This stands alone, as there is none like it that is so simple, yet so comprehensive and true to

scripture. Each story takes less time to read than the back of a cereal box, but gets to the heart of

the scriptures from which it is taken. More comprehensive than any other. Great for preschoolers,

but so poignant, my 80+ year old friend who knows the Bible like no one else I know says the

messages are the ones she needs to hear. There is a short little prayer that goes with each day's

story, that reminds me how Jesus said we must become like little children to enter the Kingdom,

quite thoughtfully written. The illustrations are colorful and interesting. The stories short enough that

a toddler could sit still for one easily. This is going to every child on my gift list, just as soon as they

are back in stock! Even the most obscure stories from books often skipped by all the others are

included, along with the old favorites everyone knows. This book is the only one I will be buying in

its genre from now on. You won't be disappointed.

This is a really beautiful book that tells the stories of the bible in a clear and age appropriate way to

young children. However, it doesn't mirror all the stories, just the main ones which seems to be



enough for small kids. My son is 7 and appreciates the pictures and short stories. He wants to read

one each night.

This is my 2nd book of this I'm buying. I spent a lot of time at my local Christian bookstore before

deciding to go with this one. It has a story for every day of the year. Some other books were cute

stories written for younger kids, but I felt this had enough to keep both younger and older kids

(adults too) interested for years to come. I bought my first one there and paid almost $10 more for it.

The woman at the checkout counter was completely excited about it and told me it was new and

beautiful.I plan to read this after dinner with our teenage daughters, but the one I ordered here is

going to my 1st grade niece and 3rd grade nephew. It really is a book to be enjoyed by all ages.

We got this from another retailer. Our whole family really loves this book, we just wish it was bound

better. It started falling apart after just a few weeks of being handles daily. :/**update** we sent

pictures of our falling apart book to the publisher and they graciously sent us a new one :)
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